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Welcome Delegates!

My name is Ryan Villacorta and I will be your Crisis Director for Where the
Wild Things Are: The American Cryptozoology Society! I am incredibly
excited to be back at GatorMUN running another committee, and even
more excited to see what you all come up with. I am a student at Florida
State University, and serve as the Director for the FSU World Affairs
Program, ranked as the #6 Model United Nations team in North America. I
have been competing on the collegiate MUN circuit for three years, usually
in crisis committees. I hope this committee will be a fun and educational
opportunity for you, where we can all learn about and discuss American
folklore and urban myth where we find the majority of stories about
cryptids, but also the nature of conservation and environmental policy and
the effect it has on wildlife. As we discuss topics like climate change,
political action and lobbying, and balancing preservation and containment
of potentially dangerous animals, I hope you will all come well-researched
and with your most creative ideas. Don’t take things too seriously though,
and come ready to enjoy exciting debate, make new friends, and have a
great conference experience. 

See you in January!
Ryan Villacorta



Rules of Procedure

Setting the agenda.
This means choosing the order in which you will debate
topics, if there are multiple on the table.

Debating the topic.
Moderated Caucus

Moderated debate
Unmoderated Caucus

Work on draft resolutions, sporadic debate, time for
additional research, etc.

Speaker’s List
When the speaker’s list is closed, move straight into the
voting procedure.

Vote on motions as they arise.
Author’s Panel

Group of sponsors present resolution
Voting procedure

Resolutions are presented, then voted upon.
No one may enter or exit the room once voting procedure
has begun 

This Committee will abide by Robert’s Rules of Order, below is a
brief summation of the basic procedures needed to be successful
in this committee. Points and motions not listed in this
document are chair’s discretion on acceptance. The goal of this
committee is to create one resolution as a group by the end of
the conference, based on attendance more may be accepted.
Page minimums and maximums will be established throughout
the committee as well as sponsor caps. 

Order/Agenda of a Model U.N. Conference
1.

a.

2.
a.

i.
b.

i.

c.
i.

d.
e.

i.
3.

a.
b.
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Rules of Procedure
QUORUM
A majority of voting members answering to the roll at each
session shall constitute a quorum for that session. This means
that half plus one of all voting members are present. Quorum will
be assumed consistent unless questioned through a Point of
Order. Delegates may request to be noted as “Present” or
“Present and Voting.” 

MOTION TO SUSPEND THE RULES FOR THE PURPOSE
OF A MODERATED CAUCUS
A majority of voting members answering to the roll at each
session shall constitute a quorum for that session. This means
that half plus one of all voting members are present. Quorum will
be assumed consistent unless questioned through a Point of
Order. Delegates may request to be noted as “Present” or
“Present and Voting.” 

MOTION TO SUSPEND THE RULES FOR THE PURPOSE
OF AN UNMODERATED CAUCUS
This motion must include the length of the Caucus. During an
unmoderated caucus, delegates
may get up from their seats and talk amongst themselves. This
motion requires a simple majority
to pass. The length of an unmoderated caucus in a Crisis
committee should not exceed fifteen
minutes.

MOTION TO SUSPEND THE MEETING
This motion is in order if there is a scheduled break in debate to
be observed. (ie. Lunch!) This motion requires a simple majority
vote. The Committee Director may refuse to entertain this
motion at their discretion.

POINTS OF ORDER
Points of Order will only be recognized for the following items:
a) To recognize errors in voting, tabulation, or procedure,
b) To question relevance of debate to the current Topic or
c) To question a quorum.
A Point of Order may interrupt a speaker if necessary and it is to
be used sparingly.

MOTION TO ADJOURN THE MEETING
This motion is in order at the end of the last committee session.
It signifies the closing of the
committee until next year’s conference.
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POINTS OF INQUIRY
When there is no discussion on the floor, a delegate may direct a
question to the Committee Director. Any question directed to
another delegate may only be asked immediately after the
delegate has finished speaking on a substantive matter. A
delegate that declines to respond to a question after a formal
speech forfeits any further questioning time. The question must
conform to the following format: 

Delegate from Country A raises placard to be recognized by the
Committee Director.
Committee Director: “To what point do you rise?”
Country A: “Point of Inquiry.”
Committee Director: “State your Point.”
Country A: “Will the delegate from Country B (who must have just
concluded a substantive
speech) yield to a question?”
Committee Director: “Will the Delegate Yield?”
Country B: “I will” or “I will not” (if not, return to the next business
item)
Country A asks their question (it must not be a rhetorical
question.)
Country B may choose to respond or to decline.

If the Delegate from Country B does not yield to or chooses not
to answer a question from Country A, then he/she yields all
remaining questioning time to the Committee Director.

POINTS OF PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
Points of personal privilege are used to request information or
clarification and conduct all other business of the body except
Motions or Points specifically mentioned in the Rules of
Procedure.
Please note: The Director may refuse to recognize Points of
Order, Points of Inquiry or Points of Personal Privilege if the
Committee Director believes the decorum and restraint inherent
in the exercise has been violated, or if the point is deemed
dilatory in nature.

RIGHTS OF REPLY
At the Committee Director’s discretion, any member nation or
observer may be granted a Right of Reply to answer serious
insults directed at the dignity of the delegate present. The
Director has the ABSOLUTE AUTHORITY to accept or reject Rights
of Reply, and the decision IS NOT SUBJECT TO APPEAL.
Delegates who feel they are being treated unfairly may take their
complaint to any member of the Secretariat.
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FRIENDLY AMENDMENTS
Friendly Amendments are any changes to a formally introduced
Directive that all Sponsors
agree to in writing. The Committee Director must approve the
Friendly Amendment and confirm
each Sponsor’s agreement both verbally and in writing.

UNFRIENDLY AMENDMENTS
Unfriendly Amendments are any substantive changes to a
formally introduced Directive that are not agreed to by all of the
Sponsors of the Directive. In order to introduce an Unfriendly
Amendment, the Unfriendly Amendment must be the number
equivalent to 1/3 of Quorum confirmed signatories. The
Committee Director has the authority to discern between
substantive and non-substantive Unfriendly amendment
proposals.
Delegate from Country A raises placard to be recognized by the
Committee Director
Committee Director: “To what point do you rise?”
Country A: “Point of Inquiry.”
Committee Director: “State your Point.”
Country A: “Will the delegate from Country B (who must have just
concluded a substantive
speech) yield to a question?”
Committee Director: “Will the Delegate Yield?”
Country B: “I will” or “I will not” (if not, return to the next business
item)
Country A asks their question (it must not be a rhetorical
question.)
Country B may choose to respond or to decline.
If the Delegate from Country B does not yield to or chooses not
to answer a question from Country A, then he/she yields all
remaining questioning time to the Committee Director.

PLAGIARISM
GatorMUN maintains a zero-tolerance policy in regards to
plagiarism. Delegates found to have used the ideas of others
without properly citing those individuals, organizations, or
documents will have their credentials revoked for the duration of
the GatorMUN conference. This is a very serious offense.
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MOTION TO ENTER VOTING PROCEDURE
Once this motion passes, and the committee enters Voting
Procedure, no occupants of the committee room may exit the
Committee Room, and no individual may enter the Committee
Room from the outside. A member of the Dias will secure all
doors.
• No talking, passing notes, or communicating of any kind will be
tolerated during voting procedures.
• Each Directive will be read to the body and voted upon in the
order which they were introduced. Any Proposed Unfriendly
Amendments to each Directive will be read to the body and
voted upon before the main body of the Directive as a whole is
put to a vote.
• Delegates who requested to be noted as “Present and Voting”
are unable to abstain during voting procedure. Abstentions will
not be counted in the tallying of a majority. For example, 5 yes
votes, 4 no votes, and 7 abstentions means that the Directive
passes.
• The Committee will adopt Directives and Unfriendly
Amendments to Directives if these documents pass with a simple
majority. Specialized committees should refer to their
background-guides or Committee Directors for information
concerning specific voting procedures.

ROLL CALL VOTING
A counted placard vote will be considered sufficient unless any
delegate to the committee motions for a Roll Call Vote. If a Roll
Call Vote is requested, the committee must comply. All dele-
gates must vote: “For,” “Against,” “Abstain,” or “Pass.”
During a Roll Call vote, any delegate who answers, “Pass,”
reserves his/her vote until the Committee Director has exhausted
the Roll. However, once the Committee Director returns to
“Passing” Delegates, they must vote: “For” or “Against.”

ACCEPTING BY ACCLAMATION
This motion may be stated when the Committee Director asks for
points or motions. If a Roll Call Vote is requested, the motion to
Accept by Acclamation is voided. If a delegate believes a
Directive will pass without opposition, he or she may move to
accept the Directive by acclamation. The motion passes unless a
single delegate shows opposition. An abstention is not
considered opposition. Should the motion fail, the committee will
move directly into a Roll Call Vote.
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History of Cryptozoology
 The study of the unknown, legendary, or extinct animals whose
existence or survival to the present day is disputed or
unsubstantiated, cryptozoology arose as a field of study in 1955,
however, cryptozoology has been around since the 15th century
BC. Cryptozoology has long been misunderstood as a scientific
discipline, regarded as one of monster hunting and myth-making.
In truth, cryptozoology as a field is one where scientists analyze
both folklore and biological data to understand the unexplained
phenomena of our world. Early naturalists and record-keepers
document early encounters with odd animals that the cultures
that came into contact with them struggled to understand, largely
because they had never been seen before. The word-of-mouth and
written descriptions of these animals spread, changing and
becoming sensationalized depending on who was telling them.
 Other early writers and scholars document legends of creatures
interacting with ancient cultures. Valmiki, a poet of Sanskrit
literature, wrote the Ramayana around the 2nd and 4th centuries
BC. A character in the Ramayana is the Vanaras, a group of
monkey-like humanoids with human intelligence. There are many
Sanskrit epics of Southeast Asia that mention the Vanaras. Some
Indians believe the Vanaras to be the Asian bigfoot. Many versions
of these tales exist across different Asian countries, including
Indonesia, Thailand, Burma, Cambodia, Laos, China, and the
Philippines.
Pliny the Elder, a Roman author, naturalist, and natural
philosopher who wrote the Naturalis Historia in AD 77 after his
journeys across East Africa and India, told people about seeing
giant grasshoppers, Cynocephalus, mancats (leopards), killing flies
(tsetse flies), fire breathing basilisk, and numerous insects that
were at the time unknown by anyone in Rome. This is one of the
earliest examples of cryptozoology.
 Conrad Gesner, a Swiss naturalist and biographer, is considered
the founder of modern zoology. From 1551-1558 he wrote the five-
volume Historiae Animalium, the first bibliography of natural
writing histories and the first to describe all known animals of the
time period. The five volumes are over 4,500 pages and consist of
several cryptids including unicorns, hellcats, sea monsters, sky
serpents, dragons, mermaids, and the Kraken. David Thompson,
the “greatest land geographer that ever lived”, was the first person
to scientifically document a sasquatch and its footprints in 1811.
While he was busy mapping regions of Canada and the United
States, he became well connected with the Spokane Tribe of
Washington State. The Spokane tribe mentioned giants that lived
in a mountain range west of their lands. These giants would come
down and steal salmon and people while they slept. It’s believed
the mountains they were referring to were the Cascades. In 1955 

Background Guide
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Bernard Heuvelmans, a Belgian-French scientist, explorer, and
writer, invented the term “cryptozoology”. He, along with Scottish-
American biologist Ivan T. Sanderson, are considered the founding
figures in cryptozoology. Mr. Heuvelmans and Mr. Sanderson
argued that cryptozoology should be undertaken with scientific
rigor, but with an open-minded interdisciplinary approach. They
believed attention should be placed on local, urban, folkloric
sources regarding cryptids.
The Founding and Mission of the American
Cryptozoology Society
  In January 1909, President Theodore Roosevelt, just months
before leaving office, convened a secret meeting at his family
residence in New York under the guise of a dinner party. In
attendance were naturalists, explorers, academics, socialites, and
conservationists whom Roosevelt had become acquainted with
during his political career and well-documented forays into nature.
During these expeditions, Roosevelt and his attaches had strayed
from their objectives to investigate legends and creature sightings
by frontiersmen and locals in the American wilderness. On one
particular hunting trip in Oregon, Roosevelt’s camp was visited late
one night by a large ape-like figure, which proceeded to toss the
camp and disappear into the night. Roosevelt was left in awe of
this creature, yet refused his companions' requests to return to the
area to search for the creature, telling his hunting buddies that “A
man’s home is sacred; so too are the beast’s.” As Roosevelt’s love of
wild spaces and conservation became part of American policy, he
found allies within his social and political circles who shared his
values, creating a network of individuals who championed some of
the earliest naturalist movements in the country. 
 With his guests in attendance, Roosevelt explained his encounter
in great detail and presented other accounts he had collected from
around the world, met with great interest from the audience. The
attendees shared mixed levels of belief in the existence of these
creatures, but all agreed on a set of principles: stories of rare
creatures should be investigated. To affirm this, they created a
guiding philosophy- 

 If they exist, they should be found. 
 If they are found, they should be studied. 
 If they are studied, they should be protected.

Over the next month, the group named themselves the American
Cryptozoology Society and met frequently to establish the
organization's practices. They crafted a seal for the group to
identify its members- a large footprint encircled by a serpent.
Worn on rings and brooches, the ACS founders used this symbol as
a badge of office. The founding members made up the Steering
Committee, which set policy and practice for the organization, and
was also tasked with upholding its secrecy. Gifted in specific areas 
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of expertise- or so fabulously wealthy that their financial
contributions were enough to justify their seat at the table- the
Steering Committee members recruited a handful of others to
work under them and fulfill the objectives of the ACS. 
ACS Structure
 The ACS is governed by the Steering Committee, made up of
twenty members. When a member of the Steering Committee
retired or before they passed, they named a successor to be
inducted upon the end of their tenure. The majority of these
appointees were children or relatives of the founding members, or
proteges they could trust with the secrecy and mission of the ACS.
Theodore Roosevelt’s residence in upstate New York was donated
as the headquarters of the ACS, and the several dozen acres it sits
on allow the organization to operate multiple facilities hidden on
the premises, including scientific laboratories, libraries, a
greenhouse, and room to add new facilities as necessary. 
 Outside of the Steering Committee, the ACS employs the General
Staff who assist in different areas of expertise. Zoologists,
botanists, archaeologists, trackers, hunters, and more serve the
ACS mission as part of purpose-specific teams led by Steering
Committee members or at the disposal of the committee as a
whole. This includes the Holistic Urgent Needs and Tactical
Response team, or HUNTRs. This unit is responsible for ACS
security, but primarily functions to track, contain, or neutralize any
cryptids that become a threat to civilians, as well as preventing
civilian access to known cryptid habitats. Another important
subgroup is the Rapidly Usable Secrecy Ensemble, or RUSE, which
oversees all efforts to throw civilians and cryptid hunters off the
trail of the creatures using deception and counter-surveillance
strategies, as well as disinformation campaigns to discredit claims
of sightings. Their most well-known work was releasing a “higher
quality” image of an alleged photo of Bigfoot in which a costume
store receipt can be seen hanging out of a pocket, the image
having been doctored by RUSE to cast doubt on an otherwise
pretty convincing picture of Bigfoot. 
Conservation Efforts
 The ACS has long been active in conservation efforts, and has a
network of undercover society members stationed at National
Parks and environmental NGOs throughout the country. These
agents help coordinate conservation efforts and feed intelligence
to the ACS. 
 Being descendants and associates of members of high-society, the
ACS has fundraised for their conservation work through several
charities secretly run by the ACS, hosting galas that also serve as
recruitment opportunities and funding initiatives that encourage
the public to support conservation. The society has clandestinely
had a hand in influencing legislation and laws protecting
ecosystems and wildlife around the United States for years, but has
struggled with being proactive rather than reactive, as change to 
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the law rarely comes before issues exist. In an effort to prevent
threats like land development, fracking, natural resource
exploitation, and other disruptive actions from interfering with
cryptid populations, the ACS has attempted to get ahead of these
issues but has found it difficult to combat corporate interests in
politics. Likewise, the ACS has struggled to plant operatives within
some of these companies, and may have to begin engaging in
corporate espionage if they wish to be one step ahead.
Scientific Research
 The society’s scientific and research team consists of experts in a
variety of disciplines: biologists, paleontologists, zoologists,
chemists, engineers, ecologists, ethologists, and climatologists.
This team is responsible for multiple areas within the ACS domain,
including habitat preservation and monitoring, studies of the
biology of identified cryptids, and the design and fabrication of
specialized gear that helps the ACS mission, from traps and
containment devices to surveillance equipment and synthetic
animal pheromones. The research team tries to use anything they
learn from observing and studying cryptids in scientific
applications, with special projects always underway, like trying to
make a wingsuit modeled after the Mothman or submersibles with
the hydrodynamics of the Lake Champlain Monster.
International Counterparts
 North America is hardly the only continent with an abundance of
cryptids. While the ACS focuses the majority of its efforts there,
other international cryptid experts and preservation efforts operate
in Europe, Africa, South America, and Asia, and are always open to
collaboration with the ACS in the interest of science. 
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Threats to the Mission of the ACS
 The ACS faces multiple threats to both its mission and its
existence. Corporate interests are often at the heart of actions that
impact the habitats of cryptids and hinder conservation efforts. As
governmental regulations are loosened on certain industries or
geographical areas, corporations from logging to oil and real
estate development encroach on areas where cryptids are known
to live. Climate change is also a prevalent issue for the ACS, as
temperature and weather changes in these areas may cause the
cryptids to migrate in search of new living space, increasing the
likelihood of contact with humans and disrupting ecologies and
food chains in those areas. The ease of the internet has also
allowed people to share cryptid sightings quickly, drawing
renewed interest in cryptid-tourism and hunting expeditions that
could put both the creatures and civilians in harm's way.
Conspiracy theorists online have begun speculating that an
organization like the ACS is keeping cryptids a secret, leading
amateur investigators to search for clues to the existence of the
ACS, a development that could significantly detract from the
mission and operations of the society. 
Current Situation
As the ACS Steering Committee meets for their annual session at
the Roosevelt House in upstate New York outside of Albany, the
turmoil can be felt in the air. A new reality show has just been
announced and is set to begin filming soon where social media
stars are dropped in the middle of the wilderness with camera
crews in search of cryptids. Online conspiracy message boards
have seen mild chatter regarding a ‘monster society’ that protects
dangerous creatures, but so far it hasn’t picked up much steam.
The ACS has also learned that thanks to a recently passed bill, real
estate corporations can begin bidding on formerly protected land
for development, putting several cryptid habitats at risk of
incursion. A report from the ACS accounting department delivered
to the committee paints a grim picture of the monetary assets of
the society, and new inflows of cash will have to be generated if
operations are to continue at the scale necessary and if the
upcoming lobbying season is to remain competitive.
Committee Mechanics
Delegates will take the positions of the members of the ACS
Steering Committee, and will use their expertise and resources to
address the threats both to the organization and its mission.
Action by the committee will come in the form of directives, which
will outline specific and detailed actions the committee wishes to
take to address the current crisis at hand. Once per session,
delegates may send one crisis note to fulfill personal objectives or
to help the committee. Finally, delegates will also be able to
discover through their efforts one cryptid each, that they may
bring to the meeting of the ACS, including the name, location, and
a description of the creature.
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Aquatic Cryptids
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Terrestrial Cryptids
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Winged Cryptids



How can the ACS accomplish its goals while still remaining
secret?
What options does the ACS have/how should it go about
convincing lawmakers to take conservation seriously?
How will the ACS balance protecting humans and cryptids from
each other?
What will the future of the ACS look like and how should it be
organized?
What should be done with the scientific data and discoveries
made from studying cryptids?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Questions to Consider
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Reginald Marigold III
Grandson of founding member and advisor to President
Roosevelt Reginald Marigold I, Reginald III has utilized the
connections his family has built in government as a
successful political strategist, helping clients run successful
campaigns and push legislation through political gridlock.
He inherited his seat on the committee along with his firm,
Marigold Strategies. 

Arizona Jones
A renowned adventurer and explorer, Arizona is the
grandnephew of founding member California Jones, who
passed down his experience and knowledge to Arizona
along with his seat on the Standing Committee. Arizona
helps coordinate and often leads scouting expeditions to
find new cryptids, and is a gifted linguist, speaking 11
languages. 

Dr. Jamethon Hornswoggle
Once a renowned biologist and physician, Hornswoggle was
shunned by the medical community after he wasted a
prestigious research grant studying if leeches actually cured
disease (they don’t). Eager to exercise his brilliance but
without a place to do it, his aging mentor ceded his seat on
the Steering Committee to Jamethon in the 80s, where he
now oversees biological research for the ACS.

Prof. William W. Williams
The very definition of a learned man, Prof. Williams has
spent decades in academia, and is one of the foremost
authorities on folklore and myth. Holding a faculty position
at Yale University, Prof. Williams and his team of graduate
assistants research various mythological and folkloric
creatures “for a book he's writing”. In reality, their findings
all go straight to the ACS.

Col. O.F. Popcorn (Ret.)
A military man from a military family, Col. Popcorn’s
grandfather served with Roosevelt during the Spanish-
American War as a Rough Rider. After retiring from the
Army, Col. Popcorn put his years of special operations
knowledge to use for the ACS, training and recruiting
soldiers for the HUNTRs.

Mercedes Gubernatorial
Taking over the committee seat of her late husband
Thaddeus Gubernatorial, Mercedes continues her work as a
naturalist in service to the ACS. Spending much of her
career traveling the world with her husband analyzing
animal migration patterns, the couple hosted an
educational TV show in the early 90s that followed their
work. An expert on migratory path prediction, Mercedes
brings decades of experience. 

Positions: 
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Howard Margemellow, Esq.
Just a simple country lawyer from Louisiana, Howard is also
a talented hunter and tracker, growing up in the bayous and
swamps of the south. After an encounter with a Skunk Ape,
he confided in a judge he knew well, who offered Howard
his seat in the ACS once he retired. As gifted in the
courtroom as he is in the woods, Howard advises on legal
matters and cryptid neutralization strategy.

Lance Lampshade
The son of coal tycoon Vincent Lampshade, Lance is an
inventor, as well as a monumental disappointment to his
father. After refusing to go into the coal business in the
pursuit of his true passion- inventing and engineering- his
father cut him off financially, leaving him only his seat in the
ACS. Lance went to work, and using ACS resources has
overseen projects to create cryptid-specific traps and
containment devices, as well as overseeing special projects.

Billiam O. Dollairs
When he couldn’t get into the Freemasons, wealthy trust-
fund child Billiam decided to join the next best secret
society, the ACS. After donating a large sum of money to the
society, Billiam was granted a seat, where he now pursues
his true passion- getting politicians to vote in his favor. A
talented lobbyist, Billiam works to secure environmental
protections that help the mission of the ACS.

Francis Fleur du Fla, PhD
A chemist, Francis has dedicated her work to evoking
reactions through scent. First working for a French perfume
manufacturer, she has turned her talents towards animals,
studying pheromones and scent marking as a method of
communication with animals, and using synthetic scents to
control the behaviors of wildlife. After receiving an academic
award for her research, she was offered a place on the
committee. 

Jackie Daytona
As a veteran zoologist, Jackie has worked with some of the
most dangerous animals on the planet, and has made a
career out of finding endangered species in the most
remote parts of the world. His great-grandfather served as a
guide for Roosevelt on many of his expeditions, leading
Jackie to follow in his footsteps and help preserve animal
life for future generations. 

Fischer Pescatarian
One of the most daring marine biologists on earth, Fischer
has gone to the deepest parts of the ocean to discover new
aquatic species. Boasting years of experience with deep sea
research and submersibles, Fischer’s knowledge has been
crucial to the ACS’s pursuit of aquatic cryptids and the study
of unexplained phenomena. 
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Milton Highbrow
The life of any party, Milton is well-versed in throwing high
society events, and is deeply involved in the planning and
execution of fundraising events for the environmental and
conservation charities that the ACS secretly oversees. It is
Milton’s responsibility to ensure these events are well-
attended and well-covered by the media to raise awareness.

Amelia Guacisextra
As a seasoned climatologist, Amelia has studied the effects
of weather and changing climate conditions on animal
populations for years, and was brought on to the ACS to
help the society react to the effects of climate change on
the cryptid population. Amelia also studies how certain
cryptids survive and adapt in their environments,
information that is often useful to the special projects
department.

Jeffrey
Appointed to his seat via a heavily redacted letter, Jeffrey
works with RUSE to keep the public off the trail of cryptids
and to help the ACS maintain its cover. Particularly gifted in
convincing people they didn't see what they thought they
saw, that is all that is known about Jeffrey.

Cap’n Edmund Fitzgerald
As salty of a seadog as there ever was, Cap’n Fitzgerald has
survived three encounters with an unidentified sea serpent,
despite losing his hand during the most recent one. Wildly
impressed by how that could happen to anyone three times,
the ACS offered him a seat in exchange for his expertise on
the high seas and the old sailors legends that tell of the
monsters of the briny deep. 

Leonard Freebird
Probably the coolest paleontologist working right now,
Leonard has found fossil evidence where no one else has,
often then proceeding to do donuts around the dig site.
Leonard is a third-generation paleontologist, and has
identified a number of extinct species that modern cryptids
could have descended from, serving as the ACS expert on
cryptids that may have older ancestry. 

Penelope Memorie
A woman of the 1% of the 1%, Penelope is the heir to a
monumental fortune, and often rubs elbows with society’s
elite and wealthy. Having a passion for mysteries, Penelope
oversees requisitions and asset management for the ACS,
ensuring all members are properly equipped for their tasks.
Her grandmother was the original bankroller of the ACS at
its founding. 

Nicolette Cage
An actress skilled at fully becoming any character the role
calls for, Nicolette verifies cryptid sightings and investigates
leads, often pulling new sightings from the covers of 
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tabloids or from the network of members stationed at National
Parks and common cryptid habitats. The descendant of a famous
actor, she dedicates her time to the ACS until Hollywood starts
making “real cinema” again.
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